With the guidance and control functions developed for autonomous flight, the next step towards an operational piloted system is to develop an intelligent means by which a human pilot can interact with the automated subsystems.
In developing a suitable pilot interface, the level and degree of automation useful to a pilot in performing his flight tasks must be determined, in this paper the degree of automation and the pilot interface are discussed within the context of military NOE missions. Automation in this flight regime is motivated by the desire to reduce pilot workload without compromising pilot confidence and safety, it is apparent that the level of automation and associated pilot interface are strongly related to pilot acceptability, which is crucial to the success of a practical rotorcraft system. 
FOLLOWING
• along with vehicle state and trajectory information, is OA guidance commands from the ANGCS provided to given to the OA guidance, which generates commands to the pilot and autopilot in parallel, this concept is similar an autopilot in the event that the pilot is approaching an in structure to that shown in figure 3(b). In this case, obstacle too closely for safe flight. In this case, the autohowever, the autopilot provides the primary control, pilot would override the pilot's controls until the obstacle which can then be modified or overridden by the pilot's threat is negotiated, control inputs. Without pilot input, OA guidance commands would be given directly to the autopilot, which
The system represented by configuration 2A is illuswould generate the control necessary to force the helitrated in figure 3(a). This system displays guidance corncopter to follow the commanded trajectory. Trajectory mands, generated from the ANGCS OA guidance, to be commands from the OA guidance would also be dis- The candidate pilot-system interaction concepts have been given descriptive names for future reference in this paper.
The concept described by configuration 3 will be referred to as Pilot-corrected Control (PCC) since pilot stick and pedal inputs essentially add corrections to the control commands originating from the autopilot. Configuration 4A will be referred to as Pilot-Corrected Guidance (PCG) since pilot inputs add corrective inputs to the high-level guidance commands generated from the nominal trajec-
tory. Configuration 4B is referred to as Pilot-Directed
Guidance ( 
where 7',=, is the body-to-inertial transformation, 6. , 
where "c is a look-ahead time parameter that could be selec_able by the pilot. The final reference point is then
given simply as rr¢f = r auto + Arpilo t
As with PCC, this system will fly under autonomous guidance and control in the absence of pilot input. A similar requirement also exists for back-driving automatic-control inputs and daad-band limiting pilot inputs. 
Conclusion
The problem of pilot interface with an automated NOE rotorcraft system has been addressed via a broad and sys- 
